
CHAPTER 3 

RAYLEIGH SCATTERING NEAR EDGES - ANOMALOUS 

SCATTERING FACTOR PREDICTIONS 

The funcamental problem in the the0ry of .atomic 

Rayleigh scattering of pho-t:-ons arises from the binding of· 

electrons in the atom. For scattering of low energy photons, 

effects of electron binding are crucial. When the incident 

photon energy happens .t0 be close to the excitation energy 

of the target atom, electroas couple very strongly with the 

photons, and large variations in the elastic scattering· cross 

.Sec.tiori ·ma.y··-6'ccur. Such rapid variation- of the elastic scatter- -· 

ing cros.s section at energies near regions of atorric excitation 

or ionization thresholds is known as the anomalous scattering. 

Th\.s affects the scatt~ring cross section through its modifica-

-tion cf the forward sc'attering amplitude. called the anomalous 

·. scc.ttering factor or the anomalous dispersion correction. 

3.1 Dispersion correction to form factor: 

The sirr.ple fqrm factor apprcach,to·the atomic elastic 

scattering of photcns from boUl!ld electrons makes the simpli-· 

fying assumption that each electron can be regarded as ,a 

Thomson free electron. The effects of electron binding are 

neglected in the calculation of scattering cross sections by 
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the form factor corrected Thomson formula. The free point charge 
' 

of Thomson is simply I::eplaced by a. charge distribution of 

density equal to j 'f j :2. and sc•ttering from this distribution is 

then determined. It is· natur•l to expect that the v<alue of the 

form factor for photon energy ne•r the •tomic 4ibs()rptiea edge 

will differ ~ppreciably from the .v•lue c•lcul•ted using the 

f (CV) 

This is expect~d even on purely classical grounds for when the 

incident frequency •pproaches that of one of the free vibr•tions 

of the system, reson&nce -effed~s· occur. The effect is closely 

related to .uomalous dispersion. 

The resonant phenomena in elastic photon-atom sc•ttering 

has to be cccount~d for by modifying the atomic for~factor· •s 

follows: 

Here, f (q) is the normal or non-ancmalous form factor.· Tbe 
0 

~- (3"1J 

quantities f 1 (w) and f 11 {w) are celled the real· and imagin&ry 

parts of the carrection to f0(q) arising frorr, the anorr.alous 

dispersion effect. 
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3.2 Classic•l theory of anomalous scattering : 

In the classical theo~ «n electron is supposed to be 

bound to the atom with such • for.ce that it oscillates with 

a natural frequenc:y w
0 

•:. The damped harmonic oscilliltor model 

is then applied to- an ii.ssembl-y; of N •toms per unit volume, each 

containing .u electron of mass· m an.d charge e whose vibrations 

have definite ~'g-u.iar frequency w ·· and are char•cterized by • 
- ~ . . 

damping parameter 1 .. When subjected- to the oscillating electric 

field of the incident.electrornagnetic raoiation, they give rise 

to electric dipole oscillators. The oscillating dipole is the 

source of the .sca.ttere.d radiation at the same: frequemoy. 

The one diffiensional motion of an electron under the 

influence of an oscillating field E = E
0
e-iwt can be described 

by the e quiition 

Y
o clx. '' "' 

+ c{ t + c.\)0 "' = 

After iillY transients have disappeared, the time dependence of 

the forced oscillation of the electron is . - t"'t 
X=X e. 

0 • 

This gives an expression fer the dipole moment induced by the · 

radiation: 

= 
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The amplitude A of the sc~ttered wave at unit distance in the 

equatoriG~:l plane is then shown to be given by 

A 

If we put w
0 

= 0 and Y = 0, we obtain the amplitude of sc;attering 

by a free electron. 

we c~n now define the sce.ttering factor f for the dipole as the 

rati.o A/A I and obtain 

-. 
wo2._ c.v2.+i(w 

w 2 .C c.ol).- t.V~ ) • I c.u 3 
t t. 

( ~~ lil0 2.) !l. + 1 'J._~'- (w"=- 4J!") 2 +f 'l w'J. 

-rt;+ ~j· 
unless w is very.nearly equal tp ·w and so far as the dan.ping 

.. 0 

is small, 

This is, however, for a si,ngle 'dipolar radiation field. If the 

electrons .are thought of as occupying energy leve.ls within the 

aton characterizec by frequency w and damping factor -(_ . , then 
.n ~ 

the real part of the scattering factor is written as 
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We Cull g the OSCillator strength corresponding,to the natural 
n .. 

frequency w • Now n 

ana hence 'YL = f +.f• 
0 

where we have put 

£ - L ~·~ -0 

-· / L .. ~, 6)2. 

J l'l - -·(3•2) 
C4)!- c.v., 'l - - - -

Also, for X-r.u.ys, the refractive index n of a medium is given by 

J 
When w·is comparable with wn'·f· will be complex. The medium will 

have a complex refractive. index. The imaginary part of· ·the complex 

. refractive index corresponds to an ~sorption of radiation, that 

is, to a decrease in intensity-of the wave with increasing 

penetrution. lm n is thus related .to the linear absorption 

coefficient. 

(.i;)I~ n 

Taking 1 -
2 1r N e 2 c s~ + Jl + i 1 ,~) 

we obtain 
J II 

f// -

~bs - - - - - - - · ( ~· ?) ? 
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3.3 l;)ispersion relation between f' and £ 11 
: 

The results for anomalous dispersion correction terms f 1 

. . 

and f" wr.ich were derived in the preceding section using purely 

classical arguiTlE:nts. have been found t0 be id.entic•l· wit}'l the 

results gained ,from quanturn mechanics. The result in eqn. ( 3 • .3 ) b 

is the same_as the optical theorem in the quantum theo.ry of 

scattering connecting the total cross section and the irniigimary 

part of the elastic sc•ttering cn.plitude in the forward direction. 

It is a general practice in the description of anomctlous .. sc-.tter-

ing of photons from.atoms to regard f 1 a real number representing 

. the 'dispersion effect in scattering arising ~rom the proxin:ity 

·Of the incident photon energy to the binding energy Of the scatter 

· ing ele·ctron and if" an imaginary number representing .hsorption 

cue to dan·ping of the radiation in the vicinity of resonance 

level. 

With· the corrections for &nornelous dispersion effect 

included in. the atonic scatte.ring factor, the expressions for 

Rayleigh amplitudes become 

AR 
[ I 'I ~ - t t (cy) + f (w) + l f (w) -J_ 

R 
'('o [ t (cy) 

I 

N J All - -t J. (t.V) + if (w Cose -
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If we conside·r only the fOIWa.rd am{HJ. tudes for -.n· isoliited atom 
,· 

we may write 

Re R 
ro ["J f Cw)] A .. ::. + 

AR' 
. C> 

Im. = 'fo J ''(_w) 

The forwarc imaginary iUT:plitude is giyen by 

and it follows that 

II 

j (w) -= 
.Gr.) 6" 

a..bs 

61 b is the total photoelectric cross section from a photoa of· a. s 

· th~. g.iv_~~-- _e_I]!7.F9Y ·off the at?m. in ,question~ 

To obtain real forward ilnomalous ampli"tude f • ,. • dispersion 

relation connecting f' and f 11 is usually employed. It was observed · 

• }- d T/ . • 
33 th t ' th th f d 0 

• f li ht oy '-ramers an r.ron~g a. ~n e eo;:y o ~spers~on o g 

by atom t0ere exists a. relation between the real and imaginary 

parts of the compiex refractive index. such re·lations were. later· 

found to be of very general kind,. and the integral relation 

between the real and imaginary pairts of any frequency dependent 

quantity cane to be known •s 'the dispersion:· rel at~on~ For -sc-.tter- · 

ing, the dispersion relation is between the real and imaginary 

parts of the complex amplitude. Consequently 

0 

= (z"':J.r}c) p J~r<J' a>i!.~~<i)'~ ~~w') ____ ( 

0 
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The symbol P ·refers to the integration about the point where the 

integranc becomes infinite. This implies that a ~mall interval 

centrec about w = w• is excluded from the range of integration. 

The procedure is J~ncwn as taking the • principal value• of the 

integral. 

3.4 Angular depencence off' and f" : 

The dispersion relation linking f • and f 11 is valid only 

fer forward angle scattering (9 = 0) and provides no information 

concerning the angular dependence of the anomalous dispersion 

~orrections. It had often been thought that ~he dispersion· 

corrections shoulc exhibit some functional dependence on scatter

ing angle e . The work of Wagenfeld34 based on non-relativistic 

quantum mechanics predicted that the values of f' and f 11 were 

functions of momentum transfer q. This predic~ion is not supported 

by modern approaches which use relativistic quantum mechanics. 

Some authors ascribe to these corrections the same functional 

dependence on the angle of scattering as the form factor. The 

difficulties with such assumption have been pointed out by Pratt 

35-36 . . . 
anc co-vwrkers • It has been found more useful. to treat f • 

and f 11 as the angle independent correction terms to be added to 

forrr; factor in obtaining the Rayleigh an~litudes. 
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. ' 
The first acceptable,...of the X-ray dispersion terms was 

made by H. Hon137 in 1933. The work was extended by wagenfeld34 • 

The method used by them is-based on a co~pletely fundamental 

calculation of oscill~tor density~ ~d •n eva.luation.for each 
dw 

electron sub shell such •s 

I J cw) 
·K. r 

0 

.. - 7C 

( 2") 

Another method makes use of the relati,onship 'between the the ore-
. · PE 
cross sectiom (5" ( tU J · ·, 

a.bs 
~ical photoelectric absorption hence 

f" and the real part f' of the anomalous scattering f•ctor. In 

1970, Cromer •nd Liber~cn38 made an ex:tensive c<&lculaitio~ of the 

anomalous ~-ray :atcrr ic scat_tering factor.? .. using the optical 

theorem and dispersion.relatio:a together with theoretical photo-

effect cress sect:i,ons·;;· To develop their tilbles, · Cromer and 

. 39 
Libe~~n used the Brysk and Zerby computer code for the c•lcul•-

tion of ph9toelectric cross sections based on Dir•c-Sl•ter rel•ti-
40 . . .. 

vistic wave functicns. Mere recently Henke et a.l . have m•de •n 

extensive compilation of experirr.ental and theoretical photq

electric cross sections for the elements Z = 1 to Z = 94. These 

data were then used to· compute f' between 100 eV and. 2 keV from 

the dispersion integr•l. 
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Experimental measurerrents of the dispersion corrections 

involve techniques which measure refractive indices or attenua-

tion coeff~cients~ The oldest technique for measuring refractive 

index is ba·sed on- the measurement of. deviation pr.oduced when a 

prism of the' material Ullder' iavestigation. is placed in the photon 

beam. X-ray interferometer techniqties are now used extensively 

for the ·me;asurem€mt of· re·fractive index of materials 'and hence 

of f 1
• Linear· attenuation coefficient measureme-nts over an 

extended energy· range can also be used as a basis for the deter

n ination of f" b~r virtue of the· relation in equat.ioa ( 3•.3 a..). 

Creagh and ·e:e~worke,rs41 ~45 have mcde use of this rrethod to 

deternine the dispersion corrections for a number of elenents. 

In the relativistic treatment presented by Cromer and 

Libe-rman38 ~---a:n, energy-independent term· was· given cs· a correcti<zm· 

to the usual· di-spersion formula for f 1 
• The non-relativistic 

5"E . 
value for· f 1 was reduced by an .anormt __ lo~where Et t is the total 

.3 mc2. 0 

ground state energy of the atom) for all photon energies. The 
' 

use ·of dipcile :approximation by Cromer and Liberman to compute 

the high ~energy 1-irr:it results in an error that iiffects their f 1 

values· at all en_e.rgies. Kissel has found that correcting th~ 

high energy lirr.i t of the a.noma.lous scattering factor predictions 

of Cromer and Liberman brings those predicticns .into much better 

agreerr·ent with s-matrix calculations near absorption edges •. 
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T~le 8. Anom~lous scattering f•ctor predict~ons of elastic 

scattering of 59.54 keV photons based on relativistic 

from factors plus dispersion corrections of Creag~ 

and McAuley 

42Mo(Ek = 20.002 keV) 

Scattering Homen tum ct6" I cl.n. 
(ReA11'IrnA11) (Rr~' I mAl-) 

angle transfer (b/ atom/S r) 
{deg) X 

g (A o-1) 

0 0 142.00. -42.10 0.548 . ~.42.10 0.548 

5 0.209 85.80 -32.70 0.546 -32.80 0.548 

10 0.418 45.70 -23.70 0.539 -24.10 o. 548 

30 1.24 7.73 - 9.09 0.474 -10.50 ·a. 548 

60 2.40 1.33 - 2.57 0.274 - 5.14 0.548 

90 3.39 o. 502 0 0 - 3.50 0.548 

120 4.16 0.344 1.28 -0.274 - 2.57 0.548 

150 4.63 o. 347 1.87 -0.474 - 2.16 0.548 
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-~----------------------------------------e . " 
( de,g) (A o-l ) 

cl.6"/ ~.n. 
(b/atom/Sr) (ReA11 . 

0 0 185.00 .;..48.10 0.913 -48.10 0.913 

5 o. 209 117.00 -38.20 0.909 -38.40 0.913 

10· ·-· . " o. '41-E~·· ,_ 60.30 . -27. 20· o.89-9 .. -27.70 o. 91-3 
' 

'30 1. 24 12.40 -11.50 0.790 -13.30 0.913 

60 2.40 1.71. -2.89 0.456 - 5.7a 0.913 
I 

90 3.39 o.:745 0 0 - 4. 22 0.913 

120 4.16 o·. 553 ·1 .• 60 -0.456 - 3.20 0.913 

150 4. 53 .. o. 593 2-.;·39 -0.790 - 2.77 0.913 

lct-ble 10. 

e . ?C. 

{deg) . {A0 - 1 ) 
ct6"jd.n.. (ReA1l' 1 mA11) 

{b/atom/Sr) 

0 0 200.00 -5o.oo 1.06 ..;.so.oo 1.06 

5 o. 209 130.00 -40.30 1.05 .. -40. so 1.06 

10 0.418 67.10 -28.70 1.04 -29.20 1.06 

30 1·. 24 13.90 -12.20 0.917 ·-14.10 .1.06 

60 2.40 1.86 - 3. 01 o. 530 -·6.02 1.06 

90 3.39 0.819 0 0 - 4.40 1.06 

120 4.16 o. 634 .1. 70 -0.530 -. 3 .•. 40 1.06 

150 4. 53 o. 691 2.56 -0.917 - 2.96 1.06 

--------------- ---

. . 
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T a.. b L<a. .11 • 54x · (Ek = 34.56 keV) 
e 

9"' ... . .. '?C.' ·. :·-- ..... ·- ct 6" I a .n.. (R A. - .... I A .. ·) (R~~' ·I A ... ·) .. 
(deg) (Ao-1) {b/-.tom/Sr) e 11' m 11 m~ 

--
0 0 232.00 -53.90 1.40 -53.90 1.40 

5 0.209 143.00 -42.20 1.39 -42.40 1. 40 

10 o. 418 79.70 -31-30 1.37 -31.80 1.40 

30 1~24 .16.40 ~13.20 1.21 ~15. 30 1.40 

60 2.90 2.27 - 3.30 0.70 - 6.50 1.40 

90 3.39 o. 9'43 0 0 - 4.65 1. 40 

120 4.16 -0.792 1.86 -0.70 -·3.73 1.40 

150 4. 63 0.892 2.84 -1.21 -· 3. 29 1 •. 40 

--------------~---------------------

Tc;:.t....ble 1!2. 64Gd_(Ek = 50~·24 keV) 

e ?C. d.6" / d.ft. 
(ReA11' ImA11) (ReA~, ImA~) 

(de·g) (Ao-1) (b/a.tom/sr) 

... 

0 0 317.00 -62.90 2.57 -62.90 .2.57 

5 0.209 206.00 -50.70 2.55 -50.90 2.57 

10 0.418 114.00 -37.50 2.53 .-38.10 2.57 

.30 1.24 20.50 -14.70 .4 .• 22 -17.00 2.57 

60 2.40 3. 62 - 4.06 1. 28 - 8.12 2. 57 

90 3.39 1.13 0 0 4.66 2. 57 

120 4.16 0.980. -1.80 -1.28 '3~ 61 2~ 57 

150. 4.53 1.19 2.81 -2.22 - 3~-24 2.57 



Ta..ble 13 o 

e 
(deg) 

0 

5 

10 

30 

60 

90 

120 

150 

0 

0.209 

'o. 418 

1.24 

2.40 

3.39 

4.16 

4.63 

Ta-ble- 14. 

e 
(deg) 

0 

'X 

{A o.-1) 

0 

.5- .... '.·.o .• 2_p9 ... 

10 0.418 

30 1.24 

60 2.40 

90 3.39 

'120 4.16 

150 4.63 

332.00 -64.40 

_222.00 :-52.50 

123.00 -38.90 

21.00 -14.80 

3.70 - 4.06 

1.10 0 

0.936 1.62 

1.14 2.48 

68Er (Ek = 57. 49 keV) 

344.00 -65.53 

233.00 . -53. 8.3. 

129.00 -39.86 

20.40 -14.50 

3. 53 - 3.86 

' . 1.01' 0 

0.874 1.24 

1.098 1.81 

39 

2.86 -64.40 2.86 

2.84 ' -52.80 2.86 

2.81 -39.SO 2.86 

2. 47 -17.10 2.86 

1.43 '- 8.12 2.86 

0 - 4.40 2.86 

-1.43 - 3.25 2.86 

-2.41 - 2.87 2.86 

3.366 -65.53 3.366 

3 •. ~5.2 ~;>4.05 3.366 ...... .. . .. 

3.314 -40.48 ' . 3.366 

2.914 -16.75 3.366 

1. 683 - '7. 71 3F366 

0 - 3.76 .3.366 

-1.683 - 2.48 3.366 

-2.914 - 2.09 3.366 

. . 
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T o..ble. 15" 0 70Yb.(Ek = 61 •. 3.3 keV) 

e ?C. d.&'/ ct.n. 
(ReAll' I~All) (ReA.ll . ImAJ.) 

(deg) (Ao~l) (b/ atom/Sr) 

------
0 0 359.10 -67.00 .663 -67 .-oo · • 663. 

5 o. 209 246.90 -55.40 • 660 -55.70 .• 663 

10 0.418 . 144.80 . -42.20 • 652 -42.90 .663 

30 1.24 19.98 -14.60 • 574 -16.90 • 663 

60 2.40 '3. 00'·' - 3.86 .331 - 7.72 • 663 

·90 .... 3.39 ... ·--~·-··-. 0.429 0 _q_. - 3.2+ • 663 . - . . ... ~ .. . .. 

120 4.16. .b .• -2.55 1.·oa -.331 - 2.16 • 663 

150 4. 63 .. - 0;.242 1.50 -. 574 - 1.75 • 663 
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Table 17. Comparison of differential cross sections for Rayteigh 

scatter~ng of 59.54 keV photons calculate in the 

.RFF model, dispersion corrected RFF + CM model with 

the KPR cross sections in the s-matrix formca.lism. 

----
e d.6" ( b-.rns/a.tom/sr) dJ2. 

(deg) z 
RFF RFF + CM I<PR 

0 367.15 344.00 342.40 

5 258.92 233 .. 00 231.10 

68 10 151.92 129.00 129.20 

30 25.67 20.40 19.20 

60 5.14 3. 53. 3.49 

90 1.66 1~ 01 0.988 

120 1.21 0.874 0.835 

150 1.44 1.09 0.983 

·o 389.06 3 59. oo 355.30 

5 278.82 246.00 "242.70 

70 10 165.69 144.00 136.40 

3:0 27.40 19.98 18.30 

60 5.65 3. 00 2.88 

90 1.66 0.429 o. 516 

120 1.30 0.255 0.266 

150 1.54 0.243 0.237 

.. 
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z e cl%_n < barns/atom/Sr) 
(deg) 

RFF RFF + CM KPR 

·--~--· --
0 423.12 402.00 400.00 

5 300.88 276.00 275.00 

73 10 183.79 161.00 161.00 

30 30.63 25.00 23.50 

60 6. 43 4. 41 4.41 

90 2.15 1.03 ·1.07 

120 1.45 0.542 0.668 

150 1.70 0.641 . o. 673 

_ .. ~.----··· --

59.54 keV •re of particular interest. In table 17 we compare 

the forwarc angle c:ispersion corrected RFF cross 'section results 

with corresron<9ing uncQrrected J:WF predictions ~d the s-matrix 
' . . . 

predictions of I<.PR for th~ elements 68Er, 70Yb, ilnd 73T•. In the 

case of otl:J.er elements included in our calculations, K-shell 

threshold energies &re not very close to the chosen photca 

energy of 59.54 kev. In .Fig 11 we have compared graphically 

the cross sections calculated in the three models on the element 

54xe at the photon energy of 21.2 kev. An inspection of the·com-

parison table and graph leads us to obser-ve how well the disper-

sion model can predict Rayleigh scattering in close agreerrent with 
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the numerical partial wave calculations under the condition that 

the K-shell threshold of the target aton is near the primary 

photon ener<J'.[. 

The cross section Iesults of our calculations for the 

elements in the range Z = 42-73 at 59.54 keV energy are plotted 

against Z in Figs. S- 10 corresponding to scattering angles 
0 0 0 . . 

5 , 60 a.nd 120 • As can be seen from the graphs, the cross 

section values follm·l the 5:arre general trend at smiill, inter-· 

medi~te, and large angle of sca~tering. For elements with K

she 11 binding energies far frorr the incident. photon energy, the 

cross section increases rr.ore or less linearly with increasing 

z. The cross section is observed to fall off rapidly as the 

elenents with K-edge energy near 59.54 keV are approached. 

BeyoncJ the region of anomalous scatterinc the cross section 

increases again with increasing z. This is in accord with the 

expectation that pronounced ~spersion effect will occur with 

K-edge close to the incident photon energy. 


